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Introduction
Reading guide

2021 was another turbulent year due to the COVID pandemic. In January, the Netherlands started vaccinating and a curfew was introduced. The lockdown was soon extended and by March
we were already in the middle of the third wave. In summer, infections declined and society
slowly opened up again. In autumn, infections continued to decline and a large part of the population was vaccinated for the second time. More and more rules were let go, yet there was still
much criticism from different sectors about opening hours, rules, subsidies and more. In our
sector, for example, the closed public spaces meant that a heavy decline in professional cleaning. Also, later in 2021, the scarcity of raw materials came into play. This had its effects throughout the supply chain, which is why NVZ often communicated about these problematic developments with external stakeholders and media. In this way, we contributed to creating clarity in
what are still uncertain times.

Traditional navigation
Read the NVZ Annual Report
traditionally, like a book. Start
on page 1 and navigate to the
end.

Selective navigation
Use the navigation bar at the
bottom of the document to find
specific information. Switch

NVZ also managed to reach its stakeholders through other channels. We published our first
brochure of fully recycled material about fifty years of sustainable industry, organized several
courses via the NVZ Academy, wrote for widely read magazines and became more visible on
social media. Many activities logically took place digitally, but in October it was even possible to
meet physically at the Hygiene Forum in RAI Amsterdam.

quickly between content and
determine your own reading
direction.

Read more
The document contains links

This English, shortened version of our NVZ Annual Report 2021 includes the following topics:
• NVZ as a sector association
• Our industry in figures
• Activities & Publications
• NVZ in the media
• Strategy 2022-2027
• Trends for 2022
• Our members
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NVZ
NVZ - Clean | Hygienic | Sustainable is the Dutch
trade association for manufacturers and importers of detergents, maintenance products, disinfectants and cleaning machines, but above all it
is a knowledge center in the field of the association’s values: clean, hygienic and sustainable.
After all, the products marketed by the members
of NVZ and their knowledge are indispensable in
achieving a clean, hygienic and sustainable living environment.

63

companies were members
and/or chain partners of
NVZ in 2021.

VISION
‘NVZ, together with its members and partners, wants to create a clean, hygienic
and sustainable living environment for all Dutch citizens.’.
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Our industry in figures
Consumer market
The Dutch economy in 2021

Based on the State Budget, in 2021 the Dutch
economy will have recovered quickly and
strongly from the Covid recession of 2020. Gross
domestic product (GDP) is expected to have risen
by 3.9% in 2021. The central government itself
attributes the rapid recovery to the ‘resilience
of entrepreneurs and workers, the government
support packages and the vaccination campaign’. It is expected that GDP will continue to
grow by 3.5% in 2022.
Inflation has risen sharply in the course of 2021,
reaching 6.4% in December - more than one percent higher than the Eurozone average. This is
mainly due to the rise in energy prices and problems in supply chains of many goods, including
raw materials. The result is higher production
costs that are partly passed on in consumer prices.
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Laundry

Laundry
‘Laundry’ includes heavy-duty and colored
laundry detergents (powder and liquid), fabric
softeners and fabric care products (stain treatments, etc.). Following a correction of sales figures, there was a slight decrease in sales in 2020
compared to 2019 and a slight increase again in
2021. Meanwhile, the decline in sales of powder
detergents has continued in 2021 (-5.8%) and liquid detergent capsules remain popular with an
increase in sales of 2.4%.
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Dishwashing

Dishwashing
The closure of the catering industry in part of
2021 has again had an impact on sales of dishwasher detergents with sales of EUR 169.1 million, as much as 15.7% higher compared to before
the Covid crisis in 2019. Compared to 2020, a
small increase of almost 2% can be seen.
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Figure 2. Turnover figures for laundry and dishwashing
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Cleaning

Cleaning
‘Cleaning’ includes toilet cleaners, bleach and
all-purpose cleaners. A slight decrease in sales
can be seen here (-3.7%), but compared to 2019
(13.3%), the effect of the pandemic is still visible.
Within this category, only toilet cleaners experienced an increase compared to 2020 (3.8%)
and a decrease can be seen in bleach (-5.8%) and
all-purpose cleaners (-7.71%).
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Maintenance
The category of maintenance products increased
by 0.8% in 2021 compared to the previous year.
The adjusted figures do show a greater difference in turnover if we compare 2020 with 2019
(7.9%). The product category of air fresheners is
primarily responsible for these developments
(+12.3% in 2020, +1.6% in 2021).
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Figure 3. Turnover figures for cleaning and maintenance
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Institutional detergents

Professional market
The figures on this page concern turnover figures for the professional market, collected from members of NVZ. These figures
are extrapolated to the level of the total Dutch institutional and
industrial market for cleaning agents and disinfectants, as well
as machines and auxiliary materials. This extrapolation is based
on the estimated market shares of NVZ members in the various
markets. The institutional market includes cleaning agents and
disinfectants for floor, interior and sanitary maintenance, kitchen
hygiene (including dishwasher detergents) and personal hygiene
(hand disinfection). The market for machines and auxiliary materials includes scrubber driers, sweepers, vacuum cleaners, carpet
cleaning machines, material trolleys, mop systems and small
auxiliary materials. Important customers in the institutional and
industrial market are among others: offices, educational institutions, catering, health care institutions, textile cleaning companies, the food industry and agriculture.
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Industrial detergents
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In 2021, the market normalized, despite the fact that we still had
to deal with various Covid measures. This is also reflected in the
turnovers compared to 2020: these have returned to the levels of
the years prior to 2020. Compared to the ‘normal’ year 2019, sales
have increased across the board.
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Figure 4. Turnover figures for the professional market
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Disinfection

Cleaning machines

mln euro

The figures this year also show that cleaning
machines play an indispensable role within
the cleaning industry. After a slight decrease in
2020, the turnover figures for professional cleaning machines show a considerable increase in
2021, namely +15.7 percent.
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On the one hand, this can be explained by the
fact that many (large) locations have realized the
importance of investing in cleaning as a result
of the Covid pandemic. The development of autonomous cleaning machines, or robotization, is
an important driving force in this context. More
and more solutions for routine actions are found
in robotization.
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On the other hand, it could also be that cleaning
machines are being used more due to the current
staff shortage in the sector. The hopeful expectation is that this will help to find solutions to the
growing staff shortage. However, such cleaning
robots will never be able to completely replace
the role of cleaners. Tasks such as programming,
maintenance, filling and emptying remain and
cannot be taken over by robots. It will, however,
save significant time for the cleaner.
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Figure 5. Turnover figures disinfection and machines
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Activities and publications 2021
NVZ organizes various types of meetings and activities on a regular basis. These are always with the strategy in mind, to achieve
our vision of ‘creating a clean, hygienic and sustainable living environment for all Dutch citizens’.

Activities
• Plastic Pact NL Collection pilot
A successfully completed pilot to investigate sector-wide packaging collection. It is currently being investigated how the pilot
can be used more widely.

• Hygiene forum
The Hygiene Forum (organized by NVZ, VSR and Schoonmakend Nederland) was held in RAI Amsterdam under the theme:
improve hygiene for a healthy future.

• Interclean China
NVZ bureau members Chuchu Yu and Marita Vaes spoke about
hygiene (protocols) in Dutch schools and teaching children
about hygiene by means of the e-Bug teaching program.

• Open office for members
Halfway through 2021, NVZ sold its premises in Zeist and moved
to the Nieuwe Vaart collective office in the heart of Utrecht.
Members are welcome to drop by and/or make use of the NVZ
meeting room at no cost.

• Sustainability meeting
The annual sustainability meeting was organized digitally in
May. Those present were updated on the latest developments in
sustainability issues. The day ended with an inspiring talk by
Suze Gehem.



• Sepawa Benelux
NVZ Sustainability Manager Lisa Sligting has been on the Board
of Sepawa Benelux for several years now. This platform organizes meetings twice a year where participants can attend lectures.
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• General Assembly spring and autumn
In addition to the fixed components of the General Assembly,
the theme of the spring General Assembly was ‘the value of
clean’. The theme of the autumn meeting was circularity.
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• Sustainable Substances Policy meeting
Mengend Nederland organized the online meeting Verduurzaming Stoffenbeleid (Making Substances More Sustainable).
Mengend Nederland is the partnership of NVZ and the sector
organizations for cosmetics (NCV), aerosols (NAV), glues and
sealants (VLK), and paint and printing ink (VVVF). This meeting
was prompted by developments in the field of legislation and
regulations: the Chemicals Strategy for Sustainability (CSS) as
part of the European Green Deal and the National Environmental Policy Framework.

Publications
•
•
•
•

Handout on Fogging
Handout Hand disinfection at entrances of shops and businesses
Handout Cleaning, disinfecting and admission banks
Brochure Sustainable Washing and Cleaning

In 2021, many of the NVZ brochures and handouts were also
translated into English. This was mostly done at the request of
the A.I.S.E., which actively shared the material within its European network. The brochures can be found on NVZ’s download page.

Courses at NVZ Academy
•
•
•
•
•



Packaging
Legislation
Biocides
Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
In-house courses at NVZ members
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Videos
NVZ decided to add videos to its communication channels in
2021. By means of short, informative videos, it strengthens the
NVZ image as a knowledge center and, above all, makes often difficult, technical subjects understandable. The videos can be found
on NVZ’s video page.

Introduction video NVZ

Safe use video

NVZ in the media
• Infection Prevention Campaign (Mediaplanet)
Content and media campaign agency Mediaplanet asked NVZ
to participate in a national campaign to raise awareness of the
prevention of infectious diseases. NVZ cooperated by means of
a video and interview. The article was printed in the Telegraaf
and published online. Our core message: good hygiene is the
best way to prevent infection with infectious diseases. By
cleaning properly and maintaining good personal hygiene, you
protect both yourself and others.
• Press releases concerning, among other things, consumer behavior regarding cleaning, international research into targeted
cleaning, illegal disinfectants and raw material shortages within the sector.
• Future of plastic campaign (Mediaplanet)
NVZ was again asked to participate in a national awareness
campaign, this time on the subject of plastics. NVZ emphasized
how plastics contribute to safety, shelf life, hygiene and comfort. At the same time, it explained how plastics pose challenges
to our society: the use of primary (often fossil) raw materials
and energy puts pressure on the environment. This was featured in an article online and in print in the Telegraaf.
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Articles in external media

Website

NVZ office regularly writes articles in external media. This is also
the case for the Levensmiddelenkrant, Chemiemagazine, Hygienic forum magazine, VNO-NCW and our regular monthly contributions in Service Management.

The NVZ website has been renewed in 2021. The home page and
main structure of the website have been adapted to the needs of
the main visitors: NVZ members, policy makers and interested
consumers. The most frequently visited pages in 2021 are:

Social media

1 Laundry in 8 steps
2 About NVZ - our members
3	Ethanol and the SZW list: what about ethanol-based hand
disinfection
4 Library - handouts & factsheets

NVZ is active on LinkedIn to inform a larger audience about current affairs within the sector. Our role as a knowledge center
becomes visible here on a daily basis. In 2021, NVZ posted more
than 90 messages, several of which belonged to informative
series about, among other things, garden-variety advice, chemical-phobia and sustainable innovation within the sector explained on the basis of the 17 sustainable development goals of
the United Nations.
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Strategy 2022
The NVZ office regularly adjusts its strategy in order to be able to realize the vision
and mission as effectively as possible. Developments in the sector can influence
this and are therefore closely monitored. In 2021, the association’s strategy is reviewed again, partly due to developments such as the Covid pandemic, the publication of the European Green Deal, the general public’s sentiment concerning
chemistry and sustainability, and the future of associations.
In the years to come, NVZ will put itself even more on the map as a knowledge
center, both in the field of values (Clean, Hygienic, Sustainable) and in the field of
legislation and regulations. The association will work proactively on behalf of the
industry sector, with a focus on sound scientific underpinnings. Where possible,
cooperation will be sought with other parties to broaden the support base for our
efforts.
The developments in the sector have also led to changes in the Association’s
communication strategy. Confusing media coverage of the products of our
industry and of chemistry in general need a sound, fact-based counterweight.
NVZ will make every effort to make this sound heard and, together with the right
partners, to present a scientifically justified picture of the importance and benefits
of products in our sector.
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Trends for 2022
In 2020, the focus was still on promoting cleanliness and hygiene
and trying to retain it. In 2021, the aftermath of Covid and later
the worldwide scarcity of raw materials put the industry on edge.
NVZ looks ahead to relevant developments for 2022.

Palm (kernel) oil arrangements
The use of palm oil has a bad reputation. Many associate the production of palm oil mainly with tropical deforestation and loss of
habitat for orangutans. Derivatives from palm kernel oil are used
as surfactants within the detergent and cleaning product industries. Palm kernel oil offers a good alternative for non-renewable
raw materials. To ensure a sustainable palm oil chain, an increasing number of manufacturers choose derivatives obtained from
sustainably certified palm kernel oil, such as RSPO. Despite this
positive development, negative sentiment prevails. Both NGOs
and the government ask NVZ from time to time about the use of
palm (kernel) oil within the sector. This is one of the reasons why
NVZ became a member of DASPO (Dutch Alliance for Sustainable
Palm Oil) in 2021. With this membership, NVZ hopes to be able to
contribute to positive communication about the sustainable use
of palm kernel oil and its derivatives.
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(Packaging) sustainability
The trend towards sustainability is visible in many sectors
worldwide. In the detergent and cleaning product industry, for
example, packaging has been made sustainable for years. NVZ
is actively engaged in supporting, stimulating and mapping
out the initiatives. For example, via the Sector Plan Sustainable
Packaging, NVZ informs about ten ambitious targets to make the
packaging of detergents and cleaning products on the consumer
market even more sustainable. The targets are both qualitative
and quantitative in nature. In addition to this sector plan, there
are numerous other examples of increasing sustainability in the
industry, which will only increase. More on this can be found on
steedsduurzamer.nl

Cleaning robots and machines
There are many known advantages of robots and machines in the
cleaning sector. Years ago, robots were not able to ‘run’ autonomously, but this has now changed. The robots of today can, for instance, already be used at loading and filling stations. Put an employee operating a cleaning machine next to them and you have
an efficient cleaning routine. Besides the fact that robots and ma-
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chines play a crucial role in filling the manpower gaps caused by
the ever-increasing shortage of staff, they also make the cleaning
sector more sustainable. They help maintain the hygiene of large
spaces, are efficient in the use of water and cleaning agents and
handle waste water with care. In the coming years, this trend will
be efficiently integrated in many more locations to improve the
cleaning sector.

Cooperation as a new form of competition
Within the sector, we see more and more striking collaborations.
Construction companies, for instance, work together with the
cleaning sector in order to integrate smart cleaning systems into
a (new-build) project in a timely manner. We also hear about hotel
chains that actively seek cooperation with cleaning companies to
find more innovative, sustainable solutions for the daily cleaning
of the hotels. These are collaborations that no longer surprise us
we expect to see more in the coming years. Sustainability, innovation and efficiency are on the agenda for all sectors and it is
good to join forces.
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Chemical strategy for sustainability (CSS)
On 14 October 2020 the European Commission published the
Chemicals Strategy for Sustainability (CSS) as part of the European Green Deal. In this strategy, the European Commission
describes its long-term vision on substances policy and puts forward various proposed actions that will have a major impact on
policy as we know it today. These actions will affect the European
REACH substances legislation and the CLP regulation, among
others. NVZ regularly informs its members about (imminent)
changes in this area. In addition, we think constructively about
solutions and changes that actually contribute to a more sustainable substances policy. This will also be the focus of the meeting
of Mengend Nederland on sustainable substances policy, which
will be held again this year in December.
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Memberlist
Alpheios B.V.
Americol B.V.
Amway Nederland Ltd.
BlueSun Consumer Brands B.V.
Burg Azijn B.V.
Center for Testmaterials B.V.
Christeyns B.V.
Cid Lines B.V.
Colgate-Palmolive Nederland B.V.
Dalli de Klok B.V.
Dayes Europe B.V.
Diversey B.V.
Dr. Weigert Nederland B.V.
Dreumex B.V.
Eco Nederland B.V.
Eco-Point International B.V.
Ecolab B.V.
Helichem B.V.
Henkel Nederland B.V.
HG International B.V.
Kersia Benelux
Kärcher B.V.
Kompak Nederland B.V.
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Koninklijke Sanders B.V.
Mega Cleaning Products B.V.
Militex B.V.
Multifill B.V.
Novioponics B.V.
Numatic International B.V.
NWL Netherlands Productions B.V.
Oranje B.V.
Pen Chemie B.V.
Procter & Gamble Nederland B.V.
Reckitt Benckiser
Reymerink B.V.
Rogier Bosman Chemie B.V.
S.C. Johnson Benelux BVBA
S.C.Johnson Professional
Schulke +
Seepje B.V.
Sel Chemie B.V.
Senzora B.V.
Siderius Zeepfabriek B.V.
Simpel Desinfecteren.nl
Spectro B.V.
Synerlogic B.V.
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Tevan B.V.
Thetford B.V.
Topbrands Europe B.V.
Tristar Industries B.V.
Unilever Benelux
Van Dam Bodegraven B.V.
Veip B.V.
Vipack B.V.
Werner & Mertz Benelux sa/nv
ZEP Industries Europa B.V.
Ketenpartners
AAKO
Albert Heijn B.V.
Arxada Benelux B.V.
BASF Belgium Coordination Center
CWS Hygiëne Nederland B.V.
EOC Surfactants
Sirius International B.V.
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This digital Annual Report 2021 is a publication of NVZ - Clean | Hygienic
| Sustainable, the branch organization of manufacturers and importers of
washing and cleaning agents. With the Annual Report, NVZ provides its
stakeholders with insight into the activities and work of the association.
An extensive version of the Annual Report can be found on our website.
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